Performance of experimental sample injectors for high-performance liquid chromatography microcolumns.
An experimental injector for HPLC microcolumns and a 3-nl conductivity detector connected directly to the injector outlet with a 19-nl tube were used to study injector dispersion, guide the design of improved injectors, and suggest appropriate injection techniques. With regard to the small injection volumes required when no on-column concentration technique is used, we show that in some circumstances: (i) there are two volumes to be considered, the sample volume (that which is intended to be injected) and the effective injection volume (that which contains all the sample after it has completely emerged from the injector). Due to dispersion, the latter is often many times the former. An injector performance factor is defined as the ratio of the two volumes. (ii) A smaller sample chamber volume in an injector does not necessarily produce a proportionately smaller effective injection volume, in which case there is a reduction of peak height that degrades sensitivity without a commensurate reduction in peak width that would improve resolution. (iii) Adjusting the geometry of the sample chamber and stator passage can significantly improve injector performance, as illustrated for sample volumes from 2 nl to 1 microl. (iv) In some cases, reducing the diameter of an injector passageway in an attempt to reduce dispersion actually causes performance to worsen.